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WAREMA  
climatronic® 3.0
SunLight Management in perfection.

Der SonnenLicht Manager
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Connected, automated, safe and comfortable: In a Smart Home the sun shading system has to fulfil 
many important requirements. With the WAREMA climatronic® you are ideally equipped for the  
requirements of modern buildings – today and in the future. The complete solution is used for intelli-
gently controlling sun shading products and other systems – for example lighting. With 64 channels per 
control panel, individual requirements can be easily met both in the residential and commercial building 
sectors.

The perfect indoor climate all by itself – www.warema.de/climatronic

Smart Home
Experience the future
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More comfort
Always enjoy the perfect feel-good climate with individual 
automation based on the time of day, position of the sun 
and weather conditions.

More security
Thanks to sophisticated presence simulation and the 
avoidance of storm damage due to wind monitoring.

Greater efficiency
Sun shading, lighting and ventilation control themselves 
depending on environmental influences and thus save 
real money.

Greater pleasure of use
The WAREMA climatronic® WebControl extension 
means that lighting and sun shading systems can be 
conveniently operated via smartphone and tablet.
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As a manufacturer of sun shading systems for buildings and rooms, WAREMA produces pioneering 
solutions that are technically superior and are designed to meet the individual needs of your property. 
This improves the energy efficiency of buildings, helps maintain the value of property and enhances 
quality of life. This document provides an initial overview and guidance for the various functions and 
applications of our WAREMA climatronic® System and connecting to KNX as a WAREMA climatronic® 
KNX central weather unit.

Also in combination with
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WAREMA climatronic® 3.0 coordinates your sun shading system in combination with air  
conditioning and ventilation systems to create the optimum room climate. It monitors and  
controls these in small and larger buildings according to ambient influences to provide a 
sense of well-being. Intuitive operation makes it easy to create your personal ideal climate  
for working and leisure.

SunLight Management in perfection with WAREMA climatronic® 3.0

WAREMA climatronic® 3.0
Optimum climate

Slat tracking according to the 
position of the sun allows for 
the best possible light yield and 
prevents direct glare
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The benefits for you
 – Switching and dimming of light is possible
 – Up to 16 scenes can be set
 – Change settings at any time through free software and 
control panel

 – Rewiring avoided when user requirements change
 – Control via Android app, iOS app or via Web browser
 – The WAREMA bus system closes the gap between 
conventional control systems and classic bus systems 
such as KNX or LON with nearly unlimited functionality

 – System components communicate via one data line – 
the climabus (bus line)

 – Using the control panel as KNX central control unit via 
KNX Gateway

System components
➊ WAREMA climatronic® 3.0 control panel
➋ WAREMA climatronic® WebControl
➌ WAREMA climatronic® switch actuator  
 for the electrical distributor installation
➍ WAREMA climatronic® weather station
➎ EWFS hand-held transmitter

Operation Central control unit, app or optionally via EWFS hand-
held transmitter

Control panel 5.7" TFT colour display with glass front, control wheel 
and sensor buttons

Channels 64 for up to 7,200 individual products in individual and 
group switching

Sensors Inside temperature and humidity already integrated, 
additional sensors suitable for retrofitting

Control 
functions

Brightness, dawn/dusk, wind speed, wind direction,  
precipitation, time, outside temperature, inside tempera- 
ture/humidity
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WAREMA climatronic®

Highlights and functional principle

Slat tracking based on the sun's position
The control system tracks the position and angle of the sun and 
moves the slats accordingly. It even takes into account sunlight 
shining in from the side when doing so. The basis for this position of 
the external venetian blind slats where there is no glare for the users 
inside the room (cut-off) is the geographical position of the building, 
time and date. This produces the maximum possible use of daylight 
without sunrays entering the room directly – ideal for glare-free work.

Further information on both of these functions can be found here: 
www.warema.de/funktionsfilme
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WAREMA climatronic®  
system components 
 – Multifunctional control panel with graphical display and 
sensor keys

 – Weather sensors
 – Switch actuators
 – Optional 
•  WAREMA climatronic® WebControl (operation via 

smartphone, tablet or web browser)
•  Sensor Interfaces for expanding the weather data 

recording
•  Tableau Interface for expanding the push button 

inputs
•  HUB for expanding the network structure

Automatic factory setting
Practical parameters are pre-programmed at the factory 
for the different sun shading products and their applica-
tions.

Commissioning Assistant
The commissioning assistant guides the user through 
the most important set-up steps to allow for comfortable 
commissioning of the system.
Commissioning is carried out directly on the control  
panel or with the WAREMA climatronic® studio software.
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WAREMA climatronic® control panel
Design meets perfection

The control panel for the WAREMA climatronic® system processes incoming data from the 
connected sensors, coordinates these with the individual settings and forwards commands to 
the actuators via the climabus.

The simple design and the flat dimensions of the WAREMA climatronic® control panel adapt 
to any room design and combine variety and precision in a very small space.
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The benefits for you
 – Available in 3 colour models
 – Operation possible via EWFS hand-held 
or wall-mounted transmitter and via 
smartphone using WAREMA climatronic® 
web control

 – Sensor buttons, multi-function wheel, 
self-explanatory menu guide, 5.7” TFT 
display with lighting 

 – SD card slot for saving and loading 
settings

 – USB connection for operation/program-
ming on PC

 – Integrated commissioning assistant
 – Sensors for temperature and humidity are 
already integrated

 – Control panel without fan
 – Using the control panel as KNX central 
control unit via KNX Gateway

 – Available languages:
 – German
 – English
 – French
 – Italian
 – Spanish
 – Norwegian
 – Swedish
 – Japanese 
 – Chinese
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WAREMA climatronic® WebControl
The sophisticated Smart Home solution

The benefits for you:
 – Mobile device as an additional operating option for convenient 
operation via smartphone and tablet

 – Operation via Android app, iOS app or web browser
 – Suitable for retrofitting at any time 
 – No monthly or yearly fees 
 – Clearly-arranged interface for fast and easy navigation
 – No internet connection and no sign-in required
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System construction
Hardware for integrating a mobile device into the  
WAREMA climatronic® system as a control panel.

 – Operation via app or web browser
 – Operation directly in the house using the  
LAN/WLAN network

 – Rail-mounted device is connected to the control 
panel via the controlbus and to a router

 – No internet connection and login data to be  
submitted externally necessary
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WAREMA climatronic®

Software and weather station

WAREMA climatronic® studio software
Using the WAREMA climatronic® studio software it is possible to 
comfortably create and parameterise a WAREMA climatronic®  
project on a PC and to then transmit the project data to the control 
panel using an SD card or a USB cable. What's more, the products 
can be operated conveniently via a PC, which can also display  
histories of measuring values, triggers and faults. 
With WAREMA climatronic® studio software 3.0, KNX projects can 
also be comfortably started up together with the ETS using the PC 
application.
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WAREMA climatronic® weather station
 – records the following weather data and supplies it to 
the system:

 – Brightness
 – Dawn / dusk
 – Wind speed
 – Wind direction
 – Precipitation
 – DCF77 (radio clock)
 – Outside temperature

 – Photo sensors for measuring brightness in 4 compass 
directions

 – Measures wind without mechanically movable parts by 
using heated flow sensors

 – DCF77 radio clock receiver continuously supplies 
current time

 – Up to 3 weather stations can be connected to the 
WAREMA climatronic®

 – Installation possible on wall, ceiling or pole
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WAREMA climatronic® actuators

WAREMA climatronic® actuators
 – Any expansion of the system
 – Surface-mounted or installation in distributor (REG)
 – Exchangeable miniature fuse for protecting connected power  
consumers or connecting lines

 – Connection of standard switches/push buttons
 – Connected power consumers can be allocated to the 64 available 
channels individually and at random

 – On-site window contacts (reed contacts) can be connected to the 
actuators for interlocking individual motors, e.g. when windows are 
open

 – Dimming of ohmic, inductive and capacitive loads 230 V AC
 – Infinitely variable control of fan drives with and without valve of 
various manufacturers
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Switch actuators for 230 Volt
 – Up to 4 or 6 sun shading drives (230 V AC) or 8 or 
12 power consumers (e.g. lighting)

 – Actuators with floating contacts 230 V AC
 – Dim actuator
 – Sun shading drives with 2 lower limit switches
 – Fields of application: 
External sun shading systems, lighting, fan and 
window with 230 V AC control

Switch actuators for 24 Volt:
 – Up to 4 sun shading drives (24 V DC)
 – Pole changer switching
 – Available with/without speed regulation
 – Fields of application: 
Internal sun shading systems, double-glazed 
facade venetian blinds

Switch actuator for SMI interface as per  
SMI specification (230 volts)
 – SMI (Standard Motor Interface) is a standardised digital interface between  
sun shading drives and control systems

 – Each SMI drive has a unique digital address
 – Control of up to 16 x 230 V AC SMI motors in up to 8 groups
 – SMI allows control of all drives individually or in groups
 – The integrated motor electronics in the drive allow the sun shading system to 
be positioned exactly

 – The different speeds of the SMI venetian blind motors allow for slow and  
quiet tilt
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WAREMA climatronic®  
Tableau Interface
 – Expansion of push button inputs for the connection of 
additional channel, group and scene buttons and/or 
switches

 – Additional BCS inputs
 – Tableau Interface Master provides 48 inputs
 – Extension by means of max. 4 Tableau Interface 
Slaves up to 144 inputs

 – Not possible when used as KNX central weather unit

WAREMA climatronic®
Additional components
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WAREMA climatronic® Sensor Splitter
 – For transmitting measuring values from a weather station 
to several WAREMA climatronic® networks

 – Ideal for buildings with several flats, in each of which one 
WAREMA climatronic® control panel is to be used

WAREMA climatronic®  
sensor Inside temperature/Humidity
 – Sensor for recording the room temperature and 
relative humidity 

 – Can be integrated directly into the WAREMA  
climatronic® system

WAREMA climatronic® HUB 4
 – For extending the WAREMA climatronic® bus line by 
1,200 m in each case and for creating branch lines

 – 4 outputs

WAREMA climatronic®  
Sensor Interface
 – Expansion of recording weather data through integra-
tion of numerous conventional sensors

 – Up to 3 weather stations or Sensor Interfaces for each 
WAREMA climatronic® system

 – The following sensors can be connected to the sensor 
interface:
 – 4x photo
 – 1x global radiation
 – 1x dawn/dusk
 – 4x wind speed
 – 1x wind direction
 – 1x outside temperature
 – 1x precipitation
 – 1x humidity
 – 1x DCF77 radio module
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WAREMA climatronic® 
KNX central weather unit

The KNX Gateway makes the WAREMA climatronic® control panel 
into the perfect KNX central control unit. The KNX Gateway sends 
weather data, move commands and status information (e.g. control 
modes ON/OFF) to the connected actuators and receives their 
status information.

Features:
 – Cost-effective KNX central control unit
 – 16 channels in KNX network per KNX Gateway
 – Switching and dimming of light is possible
 – Up to 16 scenes can be set
 – Absence setting
 – Holiday setting
 – Changing the comfort and safety functions without ETS
 – Provision of weather data and time in KNX system
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Sensor interface

Power supply unit
24 V DC

KNX gateway
(max. 4 pcs. per

WAREMA climatronic®)
climabus

KNX SA 4MDC
24 V DC230 VAC230 VAC

230 VAC

KNX bus

KNX dim
actuator

KNX
data

interface

KNX
power

supply

KNX SA 2/4/6/8M230

Highlights
 – Central weather unit for KNX bus systems for operat-
ing the comfort and safety functions without ETS

 – Integrated temperature and humidity sensor
 – Diverse functionality for a perfect indoor climate
 – Energy saving thanks to automatic control
 – Simple operation with 5.7“ TFT display
 – Control of up to 64 channels
 – Operation via EWFS hand-held or wall-mounted  
transmitter and via smartphone using WAREMA  
climatronic® web control

WAREMA climatronic® 
KNX central weather unit
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The communication between sun shading system, 
heating and air conditioning makes the implementation 
of highly complex control requirements possible in the 
commercial building sector. WAREMA components  
are perfectly integrated into KNX networks using 
standardised interfaces. This allows you to benefit 
from proven WAREMA quality in all areas of building 
automation. When living and working in “intelligent 
buildings” as well as when controlling event scenarios 
in large commercial buildings.

KNX technology
Unlimited possibilities

Easy commissioning:  
KNX surface-mounted actuators  
with manual override operation via  
Bluetooth LE 
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The benefits for you
 – Combination of any number of products and systems  
(heating, cooling, light etc.)

 – Compatibility across manufacturers for all available 
KNX products

 – Simple planning for complex requirements
 – Flexible expansion with additional components
 – Changed user requirements can be easily imple- 
mented via software (ETS), no rewiring necessary

 – Suitable for modern living and working environments  
of any size

 – Use of WAREMA climatronic® 3.0 as central weather 
unit for KNX for operating the comfort and safety  
functions without ETS

KNX sun shading actuators
 – Control of 2 to 8 sun shading drives with 230 V AC 
voltage or 4 sun shading drives with 24 V DC voltage 
(pole changer switching)

 – Manual override operation and easy operation of the 
KNX programming button via smartphone (Bluetooth 
LE) – suspended ceilings or double floors are no  
problem with respect to commissioning

 – Standard (venetian blind) push buttons can be con-
nected via integrated binary inputs at the AP actuator 
(freely available on bus)

 – Interchangeable miniature fuses for line protection of 
connected power consumers

 – Activation or deactivation of the automatic inputs  
(e.g. sun control, slat tracking)

 – Manual operation can be limited through automatic 
inputs (e.g. cut-off) 
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Find us here:
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WAREMA  
bus systems
Unlimited possibilities.

Der SonnenLicht Manager

1

WAREMA
Control systems
Always live in the perfect climate.

Der SonnenLicht Manager

1

WAREMA Mobile System 
(WMS)
Smart Home as easy as can be.

Der SonnenLicht Manager

Discover SunLight Management!
You can find out even more about solutions and product highlights from WAREMA in our other brochures. Simply 
download or request them at www.warema.de/prospekte.

For further information, please contact your WAREMA specialist dealer:

Consultation brochure 
Control systems

Consultation brochure 
Bus systems

Consultation brochure 
WAREMA Mobile System


